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Comments on the Koenen Test. 

Part I: The Koenen and Ide data set from 1956. 

Transmitted by the Australian Industry and Safety Group. 

The Koenen Test features prominently throughout the United Nations Committee of 
Experts Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods Manual of Tests and 
Criteria 5th Revised Edition (ST/SG/AC.10/11/Rev.5 - referred to subsequently in this paper 
as MTC5). It appears as the Series 1(b) test for the classification of Class 1 explosives, with 
the test substance showing “some effect on heating under confinement if the limiting 
diameter† is 1.0 mm or more”, thereby contributing to the answer of “Is it an explosive 
substance?” It appears as the Series 2(b) test for the classification of Class 1 explosives, with 
the test substance showing “a violent effect on heating under confinement if the limiting 
diameter is 2.0 mm or more”, thereby contributing to the answer of “Is the substance too 
insensitive for inclusion in Class 1?” It appears as the Series 8(c) test for candidate 
ammonium nitrate emulsions, suspensions or gels (ANE), where the “substance should not be 
classified in Division 5.1 if the limiting diameter is 2.0 mm or more”. It appears as the Series 
E.1 test for the classification of self-reactive substances of Division 4.1 and organic peroxides 
of Division 5.2, with the violence of the effect of heating under confinement being assessed 
according to limiting diameters in the range from 1.0 mm to 2.0 mm. 

In view of this prominence, it is pertinent to examine if there may be any confounding 
aspects of the test method, particularly when applied to test substances with widely varying 
physical and chemical properties and thermal responses. Part I will examine the original data 
set published by Koenen and Ide1 in 1956. Part II will examine changes to the test method 
over the intervening half century, and will discuss the implications for the classification of 
UN No. 3375 ANE in particular. These two papers‡ will not provide definitive 
recommendations on test procedures, since they are based upon the analysis of a somewhat 
limited data set. However, it is hoped that these two papers will prompt further investigation 
and discussion by interested parties. 

1.0 The original steel sleeve method (“Stahlhülsenverfahren”) of Koenen 

and Ide in 1956. 

The test method was first described in two papers published by Koenen and Ide from 
BAM in 1956, with the apparatus itself being little changed at least in appearance over the 
past half-century. There have, however, been some changes to the materials of construction, 
to the gas supply2 and to the interpretation of results, and these will be discussed where 
appropriate here and in Part II. 

1.1 Bursting pressure and heating rate. 

Since fragmentation of the tube plays such a significant role in the criterion of this test, 
meaningful comparisons of test results can only be made under conditions where the bursting 
pressure of the tube is roughly constant. 

                                                           
† It is assumed that any reader of this paper would have at least some familiarity with the 
Koenen test. The “limiting diameter” is defined in Section 1.3. 
‡ These papers expand upon an oral presentation given by Dr. David Kennedy at the 11th 
Conference of Chief Inspectors of Explosives at Salt Lake City, Utah, 9-10 May 2011. 
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Figure 1. Calibration data reproduced from Koenen and Ide’s 1956 papers. 

(a) (LHS) Bursting pressure versus temperature. 
(b) (RHS) Temperature versus time. 

Koenen and Ide went to some trouble to measure the bursting pressure of their tube in 
an oven as a function of temperature, with their original figure (Abb. 7) reproduced here as 
Figure 1(a). It should be noted that the bursting pressure was relatively constant up to a 
temperature of about 300°C, but then began to fall away rapidly with increasing temperature. 
The bursting pressure had halved by about 500°C, and had decreased by a factor of 6 by 
700°C. The useful range of the original Koenen tube would then be limited to temperatures in 
the range from ambient up to perhaps 400°C; this range has been highlighted in Figure 1(a). 

They also measured the heating rate of their tube, with their original figure (Abb. 5) 
reproduced here as Figure 1(b). The curve labelled “a” shows the temperature measured by an 
internal thermocouple placed on the centreline at the base of an empty tube, with Curve “b” 
showing the temperature at the same location but with the tube filled with sand. Curve “c” 
shows the temperature inside the sand-filled tube measured by a thermocouple on the 
centreline 25 mm up from the base. When combined with the information in Figure 1(a) 
concerning the bursting pressure, these heating rate curves have several significant 
implications for the interpretation of Koenen test results. 

Firstly, Curves “a” and “b” in Figure 1(b) asymptote to a temperature of about 800°C, 
indicating that this was the flame temperature of the town gas used in their original 
experiments. This temperature is off-scale in Figure 1(a). Clearly, the bursting pressure of the 
tube would decrease by an order of magnitude if any of the flame-enveloped steel was bare 
internally, and not wetted and cooled by contact with the test substance. 

Secondly, any test substance with similar thermal properties to sand could only be 
heated for about 25 seconds before the bursting pressure of the tube would begin to plummet. 
Obviously, the thermal properties of various test substances would differ, giving different 
heating rates and different thermal gradients up the tube. However, Figures 1(a) and 1(b) do 
show that there would be only a finite time window within which the bursting pressure of the 
tube would be roughly constant. Beyond that time window, the bursting pressure of the tube 
would be steadily degraded by further prolonged heating, allowing increasingly less vigorous 
internal decompositions to rupture the tube. 

Useful range 
0 → 400°C 

Useful range 
0 → 25 sec 
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1.2 Effect levels assessed by tube deformation and fragmentation patterns. 

Figure 2 reproduces the original Koenen and Ide photographs (Abb.8 and Abb.9), with 
the resulting effect levels assessed according to increasing levels of deformation and 
fragmentation. For comparison, Figure 3 shows the schematic illustration of tube deformation 
and fragmentation patterns plus the modern interpretation of effect levels in MTC5. 

 
Figure 2. Tube deformation, fragmentation patterns and effect levels reproduced from 

Koenen and Ide’s 1956 papers. 

 
Figure 3. Tube deformation, fragmentation patterns and effect levels reproduced from 

Figure 18.5.1.3 of MTC5. 
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It can be seen that the effect levels “D” and “E” illustrated in MTC5 are direct artist’s 
impressions of the corresponding original 1956 Koenen and Ide photographs. Both of these 
effect levels are defined to represent “no explosion” or negative outcomes throughout MTC5. 

However, the interpretation of what constitutes effect level “F” in MTC5, and hence a 
positive outcome of “explosion”, has changed appreciably. Koenen and Ide described effect 
level “F” as being “Zerlegung in überwiegend große Splitter”, or where the tube had 
disintegrated into predominately large pieces. Indeed, their photograph of effect type “F” 
reproduced here in Figure 2 shows the type of coarse fragmentation that is characteristic of a 
strong metal container subjected to reasonably violent internal explosion. In contrast, the 
effect type “F” in MTC5 is now defined in paragraph 18.6.1.3.4 as where the tube is 
“fragmented into three or more mainly large pieces which in some cases may be connected 
with each other by a narrow strip”. The fragmentation patterns shown particularly in the 
second row of Figure 3 here are more consistent with the tearing apart of a weakened tube, 
and bear little resemblance to any of the original Koenen and Ide photographs. Indeed, it is 
interesting to speculate as to whether or not Koenen and Ide ever observed any of these tear 
patterns now classed as effect type “F”; they certainly did not mention them. 

1.3 Tabulated results: Effect type versus orifice diameter. 

Koenen and Ide tabulated their results in two different ways. What has ultimately 
become the more conventional way is shown here in Figure 4, reproducing their original 
tabulated data (Tabelle 3) summarising the observed effect type against orifice diameter for a 
large range of reactive substances. For each substance, its “limiting diameter” has been 
picked out in bold, being the largest orifice diameter at which an explosion, or effect type “F” 
or above, was observed. Each substance was subjected to (usually) three repeat trials at each 
selected orifice diameter. 

For many of the traditional explosives, it can be seen that the effect type was both 
highly reproducible and also exquisitely sensitive to orifice diameter. For example, Hexogen‡ 
gave three no deformation “-” results at an orifice diameter of 10 mm, but two fine 
fragmentation with bulged orifice plate “H” results at the next smaller orifice diameter of 
8 mm. Similar highly discriminative results were observed for Schwarzpulver, Nitrocellulose 
at 13.4% N and 11.5% N, Strontiumazid, Trinitrotoluol, Pikrinsäure, Dinitrosopenta-
methlyentetramin, and Dinitrotoluol. 

Other traditional explosives showed slightly lower sensitivity to orifice diameter, with 
the transition from “no explosion” to “explosion” occurring over two to three consecutive 
orifice diameters. Examples include Nitrocellulose at 12.2% N and 12.0% N, Ammonium-
perchlorat, Nitropenta, Tetryl, Hexanitrodiphenylamin, Ammoniumbichromat, Trinitro-
naphthalin, Trinitroanalin, Guanidinnitrat, Trinitrobenzoesäure and Äthylendiamindinitrat. 

However, the results for other types of substances exhibited much more inherent scatter 
and much less dependence upon the orifice diameter. For example, Benzoldisulfohydrazid 
gave an explosion “F” result at an orifice diameter as large as 12 mm, but no deformation “-” 
results at orifice diameters of 12 mm and 10 mm, and no explosion “C” results at orifice 
diameters of 12 mm, 8 mm and even at 3 mm. Similarly, Azoisobuttersäurenitril gave one 
isolated explosion “F” with an orifice diameter of 2 mm, but otherwise no explosion (“C” or 
below) thirteen times at orifice diameters ranging from 3.0 mm, 2.5 mm, 2.0 mm, 1.5 mm 
down to 1.0 mm. Quecksilberoxycyanid and Cyclohexanonperoxid gave similar scattered 
results. It is difficult to evaluate the statistical significance of such highly variable results. 

                                                           
‡ Translations of these substance names may be found in the Appendix. 
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Figure 4. Effect type versus orifice diameter from Koenen and Ide’s 1956 papers. 

The shading refers to groupings discussed in the text, with pink being Group I(a), 
orange being Group I(b) and green being Group II. Unshaded entries did not appear in 

Figure 5, and could not be allocated to a group. 

Hence, even this original set of experimental results demonstrated that while the 
limiting diameter could be clearly defined for traditional explosives in particular, it was by no 
means clear cut and reproducible for intrinsically less-reactive substances. 
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Figure 5. Reaction and explosion times from Koenen and Ide’s 1956 papers. 

The shading refers to groupings discussed in the text, with pink being Group I(a), 
orange being Group I(b) and green being Group II. 

1.4 Tabulated results: Reaction and explosion times. 

Figure 5 here reproduces their Tabelle 2, illustrating the way that Koenen and Ide 
actually preferred to interpret and rank their data themselves. 

It is the right-hand five columns that are of interest here. The first of these lists what 
paragraph 18.6.1.3.3 of MTC5 calls the “time to reaction” t1, the second lists the “duration of 
reaction” t2, and the third the time to explosion t1 + t2 at the limiting diameter D listed in the 
fourth of these right-hand columns. These times are best illustrated by reference to an 
experimental example. 
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Figure 6. Thermocouple traces and video images for TNT with a 6 mm orifice. 

This test was performed with propane at a flame temperature of about 1,000°C. 

Figure 6 shows data collected during an investigation by Kennedy3 of the Koenen test. 
This trial involved flaked TNT at an orifice diameter of 6 mm. Three thermocouples had been 
fed into the tube through the orifice, with the active elements located on the centreline about 
5 mm above the base, at the middle, and about 5 mm down from the top of the tube. These 
thermocouples partially blocked the orifice, making it notionally closer to the limiting 
diameter of 5 mm commonly quoted for TNT. 

Initially, the tube and its contents gave no visible response to their engulfment by flame. 
At 29 seconds after burner ignition, a jet of brilliant white flame erupted from the orifice. 
This is interpreted to signify the onset of reaction, and hence t1 = 29 seconds. This jet 
continued thereafter, though audibly and visually pulsing in intensity (reflecting the 
oscillations in the “Middle” thermocouple trace). The tube exploded at t1 + t2 = 67 seconds. 
By subtraction, the duration of reaction was thus t2 = 38 seconds†. 

                                                           
† These times differ from the Koenen and Ide times for TNT listed here in Figure 5, perhaps 
due to the change in flame temperature from town gas to propane2; this change is discussed 
in Part II. It is worth noting that the thermocouple data showed that the top half of the tube 
was at temperatures in excess of 800°C at the time of explosion. As may be inferred from 
Figure 1 (albeit with different steel as discussed in Part II), the bursting pressure of the tube 
would have decreased by an order of magnitude at such temperatures. This tube rupture was 
thus the result of a low pressure event. 
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This paper has divided the Koenen and Ide results into three separate groups, based on a 
consideration of the duration of reaction and the time to explosion. These groupings are 
highlighted in Figures 4 and 5, and are discussed below. It is worth noting that all the 
substances listed in Tabelle 2 by Koenen and Ide (reproduced here as Figure 5) are solids at 
ambient temperature; solids can maintain strong thermal gradients and this has some bearing 
on the interpretation of the results. The likely consequences of heating liquids, in which 
convection cells can eliminate strong temperature gradients, will be discussed in Section 3.5 
of Part II in this series. 

1.4.1 Group I(a). 

The Group I(a) substances, shaded in pink in Figures 4 and 5, are defined here as those 
which recorded zero duration of reaction t2, thereby exploding without prior emission of 
visible fume or flame. This includes the first twelve entries (from Nitrocellulose 13.4% N to 
Ammoniumperchlorat inclusive) plus the seventeenth entry (Diphenylsulfondisulfohydrazid). 
Furthermore, all of these explosions occurred relatively quickly, with the longest time to 
explosion being 21 seconds for Ammoniumperchlorat. 

Such observations are highly significant for three reasons. Firstly, for each member of 
this Group I(a), the steel tube would still have been relatively cool and hence would still have 
had a high bursting pressure. Secondly, such early explosions could only have been ignited in 
the outer layers of the test substance in contact with the steel walls, prior to any appreciable 
melting, bulk heating, or any significant decomposition. Hence, these test substances were 
igniting in more or less their original crystalline form. Thirdly, to produce coarse or fine 
fragmentation of a strong steel tube, the ignition must have been able to spread rapidly 
(possibly transitioning from deflagration to detonation) through the barely-warmed bulk 
crystalline substance in the interior of the tube. It is likely that the Minimum Burning Pressure 
Test would establish that all these substances can deflagrate at close to ambient pressures, 
especially those substances with the larger limiting diameters. 

Thus all of these thirteen substances in Group I(a) did indeed exhibit high reactivity 
under confined heating. In each case, it was unequivocally the substance that exploded, that 
exploded quickly, and that developed a relatively high pressure during the explosion. 

1.4.2 Group I(b). 

The substances selected here for Group I(b), shaded orange in Figures 4 and 5, all 
recorded non-zero duration of reaction t2, thereby flaring off for a few seconds prior to 
explosion (with the longest being 5 seconds for Hexogen and for Benzoldisulfohydrazid). This 
Group I(b) has been defined here as having explosions that occurred within the 25 second 
window highlighted in Figure 1, with the longest time to explosion being 18 seconds for 
Hexanitrodiphenylamin. 

Similar comments apply to this second group as made above for the first group, with the 
exception that the ignition may now have occurred in the decomposition products and not 
necessarily in the original form of the test substance. Some melting of outer layers was also 
likely. However, the reaction was still able to propagate into the original, cool crystalline 
substance in the interior of the tube with sufficient rapidity to fragment a cool, strong steel 
tube. So once again, all of the five substances in this Group I(b) did indeed exhibit moderate 
reactivity under confined heating. In each case, it was unequivocally the substance that 
exploded, albeit perhaps after some minor degradation prior to ignition. 
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1.4.3 Group II. 

It is the substances selected here for Group II, shaded green in Figures 4 and 5, which 
behaved very differently. All of these substances flared off for some considerable time (with 
the shortest duration of reaction t2 being 7 seconds for Guanidinnitrat and the longest being 
56 seconds for Trinitrobenzoesäure). In particular, and serving as the defining characteristic 
here of Group II behaviour, all were heated past the 25 second window highlighted in Figure 
1, with the earliest time to explosion being 30 seconds for Äthylendiamindinitrat and the 
longest being 81 seconds for Trinitrotoluol. 

These long heating times have various implications for the interpretation of the results. 
Firstly, all of the substance in the tube must have been heated appreciably, with most if not all 
the contents melting. The substances probably also decomposed to some lesser or greater 
extent. Whatever was reacting at the time of the final “explosion” was not the substance in its 
cool original form, but rather some heated, melted, degraded form, with the conversion 
requiring significant heat input from an external source. Secondly, not all of the substance 
could still have been present at the time of the “explosion”, with some or even most having 
decomposed and flared off†. Whereas all of the externally exposed steel tube was in contact 
with cool substance at the start of the test, the combination of melting and decomposition 
would change the degree of cooling afforded to the tube by its contents. Parts of the tube 
could be heated appreciably, with a concomitant significant decrease in its bursting pressure 
at the time of rupture. It is no longer possible to determine if any rupture was the result of a 
moderate increase in pressurisation following ignition of the substance, or of a gradual 
decrease in the bursting pressure of the tube under prolonged heat exposure. Either could give 
the torn rupture patterns shown in the effect type “F” examples sketched in MTC5 and 
reproduced here in Figure 3. The observed effects were thus no longer controlled solely by the 
behaviour of the test substance, but rather also included various uncontrolled artefacts both of 
the test method and of its current interpretation. 

1.5 Consequences for fires during transport. 

Paragraph 1.1.1 of MTC5 describes its purpose as “to give descriptions of the test 
methods and procedures considered to be the most useful for providing competent authorities 
with the necessary information to arrive at a proper classification of substances and articles 
for transport”. Paragraph 1.1.2 mentions “a reliable and realistic assessment of the hazard of a 
product”. If all of these substances were to be transported as 27 cm3 samples in steel tubes 
with 0.5 mm thick walls, vented with orifices to match their limiting diameters, there would 
be no need to consider how the test results might be interpreted. The effect types observed in 
the Koenen test could be reasonably expected to translate directly to similar consequences 
during transport accidents involving fire exposure. 

However, the assessment of hazards during transport under any other circumstances 
requires at least some consideration of the differences between test conditions and transport 
conditions. In particular, consideration must be given to the effects of scale-up when deciding 
upon the appropriateness of classification tests. 

                                                           
† Indeed, an examination of Steidinger’s data2, discussed in Part II of this series, shows that 
most times to explosion at the limiting diameter differed by only a few seconds from the time 
to completion at the next larger orifice diameter for most Group II type substances, 
indicating that the tube ruptures must have occurred just as the tube was approaching empty. 
This would correspond to a phase of accelerated heating of the steel tube once the contents 
were no longer cooling the steel, allowing it to heat up rapidly to the flame temperature. 
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1.5.1 Group I. 

For any substance in either Group I(a) or Group I(b), it appears to be sufficient to heat 
up just the outermost layer for ignition to occur relatively quickly. Such ignition would most 
likely be independent of both flame temperature and of heating rate, at least within broad 
limits; only the time to explosion would be affected. Furthermore, provided there is sufficient 
confinement, the deflagration appears capable of propagating into the bulk of the substance 
still in its original form and at ambient temperature. This should be the case regardless of 
whether there were 27 cm3 of substance in the Koenen tube at one extreme, or 27 m3 in a bulk 
container at the other extreme. Thus the propagation and build-up to explosion should also be 
broadly independent of scale throughout a broad range of transport configurations. 

Figure 7 plots the Koenen and Ide limiting orifice diameters against the time to 
explosion, overlaid with two different estimates of the bursting pressure of the tube as a 
function of time. 

 
Figure 7. Limiting diameters versus heating times from Koenen and Ide. 

The solid blue curve superimposes the bursting pressure versus heating time at the base of a 
sand-filled tube, synthesised from Figures 1(a) and 1(b). The dashed blue curve is its 

equivalent for dibutyl phthalate. 

The solid blue curve in Figure 7 for a tube filled with sand was derived from an analysis 
of data in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), and represents one extreme case of heating of an inert solid 
whose melting point was above the flame temperature. The only mechanism by which heat 
could be transferred into the central regions of the sand would be via conduction, allowing 
strong thermal gradients to exist between the tube wall and the tube contents. There would be 
no phase changes or chemical decomposition to affect the heat balance. The bursting pressure 
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of the tube would drop rapidly with time once the steel had been heated to temperatures 
above 300°C. 

The dashed blue curve in Figure 7 for a tube filled with dibutyl phthalate represents the 
other extreme case of heating an inert liquid. Here, convection cells could keep the contents 
well mixed, eliminating any strong thermal gradients, and keeping the steel cooled to the 
temperature of its contents. As it happens, the boiling point of dibutyl phthalate is 340°C, 
slightly above the 300°C at which the steel tube begins to soften. Consequently, the slow 
approach to the boiling point of the dibutyl phthalate would keep the steel tube strong for the 
100 seconds heating time shown in Figure 7. A liquid with a significantly higher boiling point 
would heat up faster in the 300°C to 400°C range, and the steel tube would soften faster than 
indicated in Figure 7. 

The heating rates, and hence also the tube softening rates, for the various crystalline 
substances investigated by Koenen and Ide would fall somewhere between these two 
extremes, though mostly much closer to the solid (sand) curve than to the liquid (dibutyl 
phthalate) curve. 

However, for the short heating times observed for the Group I(a) and Group I(b) 
substances, the effects of any differences in the heating rates would be minor, and it is 
reasonable to conclude that the observed explosions of these substances occurred in tubes 
whose bursting pressure had not been too adversely affected by heating. Thus all Group I 
explosions are likely to have produced dynamic pressures in excess of the 23 MPa required to 
fragment their tubes. It is indeed valid to call these events “explosions”. The results for these 
Group I substances should be either insensitive to the specifics of the test method, or should 
vary in a reasonably predictable fashion. 

For example, changing from the Type VIII 23 C steel chosen by Koenen and Ide to 
some hypothetical super alloy whose yield properties were totally independent of temperature 
would make no difference to the limiting orifice diameters, provided only that the bursting 
pressures at ambient temperature were matched. However, the times to explosion may change 
slightly depending on the respective heat capacities, the thermal conductivities and the wall 
thicknesses of the steel and of the alloy, though this could be predicted by solving the relevant 
heat flow equations. 

As a second example, doubling all dimensions of the steel tube should leave all results 
more or less unchanged, or at least changed in a predicable fashion. The bursting pressure of 
the tube should be unchanged, since the hoop stress developed in the cylindrical walls as they 
are expanded outwards is proportional to the ratio of the wall thickness to the internal 
diameter. Since venting is usually controlled by the ratio of vent area to tube volume, and 
since the volume of the tube has been increased by a factor of 8, the limiting diameters would 

be expected to increase by a factor of 83.28 =  in order to maintain this ratio. The times to 
explosion would increase slightly, since the heat has to flow through twice the thickness of 
wall, though again this is predicable by solving the relevant heat flow equations; the times to 
explosion would still be relatively short. Since all reaction times were short prior to 
explosion, there would no heating-rate-dependent decomposition pathways to consider and to 
complicate analysis. 

1.5.2 Group II. 

Analysis of the behaviour of any Group II substance in the Koenen test is much more 
difficult, and the relevance of the test results to transport fires is much less certain. 

In particular, the bursting pressure of the tube would no longer be known at the time of 
rupture, though it would most likely be in a weakened condition. The distribution of hot 
material inside the tube would affect its bursting pressure – for example, the thermocouple 
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traces shown in Figure 6 for TNT indicate that, approaching the rupture, the temperature of 
the steel at the base and centre of the tube must have been approaching 800°C to 900°C and 
thus been considerably softened and weakened, whereas the steel at the top was still at no 
more than about 300°C and still with appreciable strength. The bursting pressure of the tube 
must have decreased by an order of magnitude under these conditions†. Did the internal 
pressure rise above the bursting pressure of the tube, or did the bursting pressure of the tube 
drop below the internal pressure generated by the decomposition? 

Weakening of the tube at elevated temperatures would be exacerbated by higher flame 
temperatures. As discussed in Part II, this has indeed happened historically. Steidinger2 has 
described how the town gas used by Koenen and Ide with a flame temperature of about 800°C 
was replaced in 1973 by propane gas with a flame temperature well in excess of 1,000°C. 
Even 800°C was off-scale in the bursting pressure versus temperature plot in Figure 1(a). 

Furthermore, Koenen and Ide used compressed air to measure the variation of bursting 
pressure with temperature shown in Figure 1(a). The steel might be mildly oxidised at most 
by exposure to air at elevated temperatures. In contrast during the actual tests, the steel would 
have been exposed to a variety of potentially highly corrosive decomposition products at 
elevated temperatures and over extended periods during testing of many Group II substances. 
The effects of corrosion on the mechanical strength of the steel tube at elevated temperatures 
are not known. 

The results for these Group II substances would be profoundly affected by changing the 
thermal resistance of the tube. For example, it is not known if the thermal decomposition of 
all Group II substances could even rupture a tube constructed from the hypothetical super 
alloy whose yield properties were totally independent of temperature. Simply changing the 
material of construction could convert many effect type “F” “explosions” into “-”, “A” or “B” 
“no explosions” for many if not most Group II substances. 

The consequences of, for example, doubling all tube dimensions would be 
unpredictable. Clearly, many if not most Group II substances require bulk heating and 
significant degradation before they become capable of rupturing even a weakened tube. 
Doubling the tube dimensions would increase the volume and hence also the mass of the test 
substance by a factor of 8. However, it would only increase the heated surface area of the tube 
by a factor of 4, meaning that the heated surface area to volume ratio would be halved. To 
input 8 times the total heat energy at half the heating rate would require the overall heating 
time to be increased by a factor of 16. However, this greatly increased heating time would 
cause even greater degradation of the strength of the steel tube, especially if time-dependent 
corrosion was occurring. Furthermore, changing the heating rate by a factor of 16 could alter 
the composition of the final degraded substance, if any time-dependent phase-separation or 
decomposition pathways were active. 

1.5.3 The dividing line between Group I and Group II. 

This paper has set the dividing line between Group I and Group II at 25 seconds 
exposure under the original Koenen and Ide conditions. The borderline between separate 
groupings is always a grey area. As shown in Figure 7, the point at 30 seconds with a limiting 
diameter of 2.0 mm (namely Äthylendiamindinitrat) has been placed within Group II, but 
could equally have been placed within Group I(b). 

                                                           
† The data in Figure 7 were collected using propane gas with a flame temperature of about 
1,000°C, and with a modern steel tube whose bursting pressure versus temperature 
behaviour has changed from that shown in Figure 1 from Koenen & Ide. These changes are 
discussed in Part II of this series. 
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It should be appreciated that this dividing line is set by artefacts in the test method, not 
by the substance responses per se. For example, manufacturing the tubes from a more 
thermally sensitive metal such as aluminium would decrease the time window for valid 
assessment of substance response, moving those Group I substances with longer explosion 
times into Group II. Conversely, manufacturing the tubes from the hypothetical super alloy 
whose yield properties were totally independent of temperature would eliminate Group II 
altogether, moving all substances into Group I. 

1.6 Choice of metric and test criteria. 

1.6.1 MTC5: Limiting diameter. 

MTC5 uses the limiting diameter D as its metric†. This metric is too simple to cope 
with the full gamut of observed material behaviours under confined heating. 

It is an appropriate metric for Group I substances, for which the bursting strength of the 
tube is essentially unaltered during the short time to explosion. 

However, it is not an appropriate metric for Group II substances once the duration of 
heating plus the prolonged exposure to corrosive decomposition products degrades the 
bursting pressure of the tube by an unknown and uncontrollable amount. Furthermore, the 
situation has been exacerbated by historic changes to the flame temperature and to the 
definition of effect type “F” “explosions” as shown here in Figures 2 and 3, where what are 
clearly ruptures and tears of a weakened tube are now included alongside high velocity 
fragmentation of a strong tube as representing comparable explosions. 

1.6.2 Koenen and Ide: ( ) DtDt 21 + . 

Having performed a series of tests on a wide variety of substances, Koenen and Ide 
considered what metric should be used to rank the thermal sensitivity of the observed 
behaviours. Their “Tabelle 2”, reproduced here as Figure 5, was ordered by the metric shown 

in the right-most column, namely ( ) DtDt 21 + . Lower values represented more thermally 

sensitive materials, combining shorter reaction times and larger limiting diameters. The 
square root operating on the time to reaction t1 downplayed its significance relative to the 
duration of reaction t2 term‡. In other words, a substance was viewed as being less thermally 
sensitive if it flared off for a long time after first reaction and prior to final explosion. 
Conversely, a substance was viewed as being more thermally sensitive if it exploded without 
prior decomposition. 

While MTC5 does state “the time to reaction and duration of reaction can provide 
additional information useful in interpreting the results”, this advice was ignored when setting 
its test criteria, which now depend solely upon the limiting diameter. Thus MTC5 would rank 
Diphenylsulfondisulfohydrazid and Ammoniumnitrat as having identical thermal sensitivity in 
the Koenen and Ide tests, since both had a limiting diameter of 1.0 mm. However, the Koenen 
and Ide metric rated the former as being much more thermally sensitive since it exploded 
after 6 seconds of heating without prior decomposition, whereas the latter required 43 
seconds of heating to begin reaction and then reacted for a further 29 seconds prior to final 
rupture. This seems eminently sensible and defensible. In terms of the discussion in Section 

                                                           
† The word “metric” is commonly used in mathematics and physics to denote a standard of 
measurement defining an abstract quantity analogous to distance. 
‡ For the range of times to reaction t1 and the limiting diameters D of interest here, 

( ) DtDt 11 > . 
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1.5, the former would be a Group I substance, while the latter would be in Group II, with all 
the implications of scale-up that come with those designations. 

Whilst a considerable improvement over the MTC5 metric, the Koenen and Ide metric 
still has some unresolved issues. Firstly, there is still the possible interplay between limiting 
diameter and bursting pressure under prolonged heat exposure for Group II substances. 
Secondly, whilst the onset of reaction is obvious for substances like TNT for which the 
carbon-rich decomposition products flare off in a brilliant white flame (shown in Figure 6), 
the onset is much more difficult to detect for materials such as ammonium nitrate or typical 
ANE whose decomposition products do not combust. Hence it is not always possible to 
measure separately the time to reaction t1 and the duration of reaction t2; only the total time to 
rupture or to cessation of venting t1 + t2 can be measured with any degree of confidence for 
these substances. 

1.6.3 Current paper: Time to explosion. 

The discussion throughout this paper has been based on yet a third metric, namely the 
time to rupture t1 + t2 at the limiting diameter. It would set the useful time window of the 
original Koenen and Ide test as being about 25 seconds (though the dividing line could 
arguably be shifted up or down by a few seconds). 

This metric removes some, though not all, of the possible interdependence between the 
limiting diameter and the bursting pressure under prolonged exposure. 

1.6.4 Alternative metric: Time to completion of reaction. 

Once such a fundamental property as the bursting pressure of the tube ceases to be 
controlled and begins to degrade in an unknowable fashion under the test conditions, it should 
no longer play any role in either the metric or the derived test criteria. 

For Group II substances where tube rupture is no longer diagnostic of the level of 
internal pressurisation, the rupture could be avoided by the adoption of a sufficiently large 
orifice diameter for all tests. An orifice diameter of 6 mm or perhaps 8 mm would have been 
a suitable choice in 1956 given the Koenen and Ide data reproduced here in Figure 5. (This 
paper did not have access to a full data set for the modern propane gas and steel type, so 
cannot suggest an appropriate modern orifice diameter.) The relevant metric would then be 
the time to completion of reaction. A useful addition to the test method would be the insertion 
of three thermocouples through the orifice to different depths in the tube as described in 
Section 1.4 for TNT. Not only do the thermocouple traces help with the detection of the 
completion of reaction, they also assist with the interpretation of the type of decomposition 
taking place, and this can be invaluable information when assessing a variety of risks. 

If nothing else, this plethora of metrics discussed here demonstrates that the way a test 
method is performed is quite distinct and separate from the way the test results can be 
interpreted. A new metric can be introduced to a traditional test method to emphasise 
whatever aspect of material response is considered scientifically significant, especially in the 
light of new or novel material behaviours. This is discussed further in Part II of this series. 
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Appendix: Translations of compound names. 

This table provides a list of common English names for the compounds listed in 
German by Koenen and Ide in their Tabelle 3 and Tabelle 2, reproduced here as Figures 4 and 
5 respectively. Not all compounds could be identified unambiguously. 

German name English name 

Nitrocellulose Nitrocellulose 

Dibenzoylperoxyd Benzoyl Peroxide 

Benzoldisulfohydrazid 4,4'-oxydibenzenesulfonyl Hydrazide (?) 

Calciumazid Calcium Azide 

Bariumazid Barium Azide 

Strontiumazid Strontium Azide 

Schwarzpulver Black Powder 

Quecksilberoxycyanid Mercury Oxycyanide 

Nitropenta Pentaerythritol Tetranitrate (PETN) 

Ammoniumbichromat Ammonium Dichromate 

Azoisobuttersaeurenitril Azoisobutyronitrile 

Ammoniumperchlorat Ammonium Perchlorate 

Hexogen RDX, Cyclonite 

Tetryl Tetranitro Methylaniline, Tetryl 

Dinitrosopentamethylentetramin Dinitro Pentamethylene Tetramine 

Hexanitrodiphenylamin Hexanitro Diphenyl Amine (HNDP); Hexite 

Diphenylsulfondisulfohydrazid Diphenylsulfonyldisulfonyl Hydrazide (?) 

Benzenesulfohydrazid Benzenesulfonyl Hydrazide 

Picrinsaeure Picric Acid 

Guanidinnitrat Guanidine Nitrate 

Trinitrotoluol TNT 

Trinitroanilin Trinitro Aniline (TNA) 

Aethylendiamindinitrat Ethylenediamine Dinitrate (EDDN) 

Trinitronaphthalin Trinitro Naphthalene 

Tetranitrocarbazol Tetranitro Carbazole (TNC) 

Trinitrobenzoesaeure Trinitro Benzoic Acid 

Dinitrotoluol Dinitro Toluene (DNT) 

Dintro-o-kresol Dinitro Ortho Cresol 

Ammoniumnitrat Ammonium Nitrate 
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Comments on the Koenen Test. 

Part II: 1956 to 2011. 

Transmitted by the Australian Industry and Safety Group. 

Part I of this series examined the original data set published by Koenen and Ide1 in 
1956. This second paper will examine changes to the test method over the intervening half 
century, and will discuss in particular the implications for the classification of UN No. 3375 
ANE described in the United Nations Committee of Experts Recommendations on the 
Transport of Dangerous Goods Manual of Tests and Criteria 5th Revised Edition 
(ST/SG/AC.10/11/Rev.5 - referred to subsequently in this paper as MTC5). 

These two papers will not provide definitive recommendations on test procedures, since 
they are based upon the analysis of a somewhat limited data set. However, it is hoped that 
these two papers will prompt further investigation and discussion by interested parties. 

2. Changes in heating gas and flame temperature. 

Steidinger2 has described how the town gas (i.e. coal-gas) used originally by Koenen 
and Ide1 in 1956 was replaced by propane during the late 1950s in order to make the Koenen 
test more applicable both nationally and internationally. 

2.1 The change from town gas to propane. 

This original substitution was performed simply on the basis of relative heat contents, 
with 6 litres per minute of propane at 22,350 kcal/Nm3 being substituted for the original 36 
litres per minute of town gas at 4,000 kcal/Nm3. However, numerous complaints were 
received from users of the Koenen test that this change in fuel had altered the test results, 
particularly for test substances whose limiting diameters were in the range 1.0 to 3.0 mm‡. 

Steidinger described how this prompted a thorough investigation of the relative heating 
rates of the two gases, with the results published in 1973. Figure 8 reproduces Steidinger’s 
original comparison (Abb. 1) between the 1956 Koenen and Ide heating curves for town gas 
(Curves 1 and 1a), the 1973 curves for town gas (Curves 2 and 2a) and the 1973 curves for 
propane (Curves 3 and 3a). Curves 1, 2 and 3 were measured internally on the centreline at 
the base of an empty steel tube, while Curves 1a, 2a and 3a were measured on the centreline 
25 mm up from the base in a sand-filled tube. He hypothesised that the difference between the 
1956 and 1973 heating rate curves for town gas (i.e. Curves 1 and 2 respectively) might have 
been caused by a change in its composition over the intervening two decades. Whatever the 
cause, it is significant to note that the effective flame temperature of Steidinger’s town gas 
had dropped to about 730°C†, down from the 800°C observed by Koenen and Ide. 

                                                           
‡ It is highly likely that this flow rate of 6 l/min propane gave a much faster heating rate than 
the original 36 l/min of town gas. A propane flow rate of 3.2 l/min was finally adopted. It is 
highly significant that a change in gas flow rate affected the results for substances with 
limiting diameters of 1.0 to 3.0 mm. These were most likely Group II type substances, 
demonstrating that such substances are susceptible to changes in heating rate, as discussed 
in sections 1.4.3 and 1.5.2 of Part I in this series. 
† Note that Koenen and Ide1 plotted temperature ϑ  in their original Abb.5, reproduced as 
Figure 1(b) in Part I of this series. Steidinger has incorrectly copied the Koenen and Ide 
curve into his plot Abb. 1 of temperature difference ϑ∆  reproduced here in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Heating rate curves comparing town gas and propane from Steidinger

2
. 

The text in blue has been added here as annotation. 

It was then the combination of this effective flame temperature of 730°C plus the 
associated heating rate with town gas that Steidinger attempted to reproduce using propane. 
He described how the propane flow rate had to be decreased from its late 1950s rate of 6 
l/min, necessitating the redesign of the gas burners to ensure a stable flame. In particular, this 
required new designs for the gas injection nozzle, the air shroud inlets, and the constriction of 
the barrel from Ø19 mm for town gas by introducing a Ø10 mm internal chimney for propane. 

Steidinger finally adopted the flow rate of 3.2 l/min for propane included in Figure 8, 
based on his judgement of the best overall match to the measured limiting orifice diameter, 
time to reaction and duration of reaction for 18 different reactive substances measured with 
propane and with (1973) town gas. 

2.2 Calibration of heating rate using dibutyl phthalate. 

Steidinger also compared the heating rate of dibutyl phthalate using the two gases, with 
his results (Abb. 3) reproduced here as Figure 9. The average heating rate between 135°C and 
285°C (assuming an initial temperature of 25°C) was 3.3°C/s for propane. Note however, that 
this particular heating rate curve was measured using a propane flow rate of 3.5 l/min, 
roughly 10% faster than the 3.2 l/min adopted finally. It is likely that the latter propane flow 
rate would have given a slower heating rate curve much closer to that shown for town gas 
with its average heating rate of 2.9°C/s. 

Hence it appears that the average heating rate of 3.3 ±0.3 K/s for propane specified by 
paragraph 18.6.1.2.2 of MTC5 has been centred on a heating rate that was somewhat higher 
than the 2.9°C/s determined by Steidinger to match the town gas data. 
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Figure 9. Heating rate of dibutyl phthalate from Steidinger

2
. 

The annotations illustrate how the average heating rate is measured between 135°C and 
285°C (here assuming an initial temperature of 25°C) according to paragraph 18.6.1.2.2 of 
MTC5. The red annotations refer to propane at 3.5 l/min (though Steidinger finally adopted 

3.2 l/min for propane) and the blue to town gas at 36 l/min. The location of the thermocouple 
was not described. 

2.3 Location of tube inside flame. 

When summarising the original Koenen and Ide method, Steidinger described how: 
“Die Luftzufuhr in den Brennern sollte außerdem so eingestellt werden, daß die Spitzen 
der inneren blauen Kegel der Gasflammen die Stahlhülse gerade nicht mehr berühren” 

despite no such stipulation appearing in either of the two original papers by Koenen and Ide 
(or indeed, subsequently in MTC5). In other words, they had recommended that the air supply 
to the burners be stopped down to ensure that the inner blue cone of the flame did not 
impinge directly on the steel tube. Presumably this was to prevent the hottest part of the flame 
superheating the steel. 

This is not always possible to arrange with current implementations of the Koenen test. 
Achievement of the specified heating rate of 3.3 ±0.3 K/s is often only possible with the inner 
blue cone in direct contact with the steel. Indeed, measurements by Kennedy3 with an external 
thermocouple in contact with the centre of the base of the steel tube routinely register a flame 
temperature there in excess of 1,000°C, though small translations in the location of the 
thermocouple tip can change the measured flame temperature by several hundreds of degrees. 

This is hardly surprising. Tieng et al.4 have studied the temperature distribution 
throughout such an axisymmetric propane flame, with their measured radial temperature 
distributions at selected heights above the top of the burner reproduced here as Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Radial temperature distributions at various heights through a propane flame 

from a Ø20 mm barrel published by Tieng et al.
4
 

Their flame was produced by a barrel of Ø20 mm, similar to the diameter of the outlet 
in the Koenen apparatus. It is apparent that even minor displacements of a few millimetres of 
the tube within its holder and with respect to the four flames could potentially lead to large 
differences in the peak temperature experienced by different parts of the tube. Any elevated 
temperatures could lead to regions within the tube where the substance was being subjected to 
higher localised heating rates, as well as producing localised weak spots in the tube wall. 

3. Changes to the steel used in tube manufacture. 

The type of steel used to manufacture the tubes has changed over the years. 

3.1 The original 1956 Koenen and Ide tubes. 

Koenen and Ide1 originally tried welding 2 mm thick base plates to extruded steel tubes, 
and then machining the bases down to the intended 0.5 mm wall thickness. This was 
unsuccessful, due to the unevenness of the wall thickness and of the weld. Cost was also 
considered prohibitive. 

They finally settled on deep-drawing over five processing steps using type “VIII 23 C” 
steel. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to locate any information about the yield 
strength and thermal resistance of this historic steel. 

3.2 The modern steel. 

Following a recent change in the Manual, paragraph 18.6.1.2.1 of MTC5 now specifies 
that the tubes be deep-drawn from sheet steel conforming to specification DC04 (EN 10027-
1) or its equivalents. Amongst other specifications, 1% of the tubes from each production lot 
must be subjected to quality control, with the bursting pressure as determined by quasi-static 
load through an incompressible fluid to be 30 ± 3 MPa. 
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3.3 Numerical simulation of bursting pressure of Koenen tubes. 

The explicit analysis software package AUTODYN5 has been used by Kennedy3 to 
simulate the nonlinear response of the Koenen tubes to internal pressurisation. The 
dimensions of the tubes were taken from Figure 18.6.1.1 of MTC5. 

Sufficient information on DC04 steel is available in the published literature6, 7, 8, 9 to 
allow parameterisation of the Johnson-Cook constitutive model10 in AUTODYN, describing 
the variation of yield stress with strain hardening, strain rate and thermal softening. The 
derived yield stress versus plastic strain curves at selected temperatures adopted by Kennedy3 
are shown in Figure 11, with the variation of elastic moduli as a function of temperature 
shown in Figure 12. Inhomogeneous failure and crack development in the steel was modelled 
using the “Stochastic Failure” option in AUTODYN, using the default parameters in the Mott 
distribution defining the variance in the failure strain. 

 
Figure 11. Yield stress versus plastic strain curves for DC04 steel at selected temperatures. 

These curves are calculated for a strain rate 1s1 −
=ε& . Each curve terminates at its assumed 

failure strain. 
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Figure 12. Elastic moduli versus temperature for DC04 steel. 

Figure 13 presents the results of numerical simulations performed by Kennedy3 to 
predict the bursting pressure of the Koenen tubes manufactured with DC04 steel when all 
parts of the tube were at the same uniform temperature. The simulations leading to the 
predicted points labelled “Dynamic” assumed a constant internal pressurisation rate of 

10=P& MPa/ms to represent the consequences of an internal ignition†. The simulations 
leading to the predicted points labelled “Quasi-static” in Figure 13 started off in a similar 
fashion, but were interrupted periodically to reset the induced velocity field to zero, and to 
allow time for the induced stress field to equilibrate with the imposed internal pressure 
boundary condition. The final approach to failure for each “Quasi-static” simulation was 
performed in 0.01 ms steps, equivalent to steps of 0.1 MPa in the applied internal pressure‡. 

                                                           
† While the internal pressurisation rate following ignition has not been measured 
experimentally, this assumed rate gave predicted tube expansion rates that were consistent 
with the high speed video sequences of actual Koenen tube ruptures recorded by Kennedy3. 
‡ The simulations were not able to account for any thermal expansion at elevated 
temperatures. Such expansion would increase the stress levels, and most likely decrease the 
bursting pressures at elevated temperatures slightly below those shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Bursting pressure of Koenen tubes versus temperature. 

The blue data points (�) were taken directly from Abb. 7 of Koenen and Ide1, being 
measured under quasi-static loading conditions using Type VIII 23 C steel. The red data 

points were predicted by the AUTODYN simulations3 described in the text for DC04 steel, 
assuming either quasi-static (�) or dynamic (�) loading conditions. The green datum point 
(�) and limits are from paragraph 18.6.1.2.1 of MTC5 specifying the bursting pressure to be 

verified during quality control testing of production lots. 

It can be seen that the literature values for the quasi-static yield strength of DC04 steel 
lead to a predicted bursting pressure at ambient temperature that only just conforms to the 
specification of 30 ± 3 MPa in MTC5 (included in Figure 13). 

It can also be seen that the predicted quasi-static bursting pressures for the DC04 steel 
follow the overall trends in the original experimental data from Koenen and Ide1 for Type 
VIII 23 C steel, albeit with some differences. Type DC04 steel is manufactured specifically 
for deep-drawing applications. Consequently, its adoption has increased the bursting pressure 
of the tubes at ambient temperature, and quite likely also reduced the variation between tubes 
and between production lots. This would have improved the reproducibility of the Koenen 
test plus its ability to discriminate amongst the Group I substances discussed in Part I of this 
series. 

However, this type of steel is not noted for its retention of strength at higher 
temperatures. Indeed, the bursting pressures of the DC04 tubes are predicted to decrease more 
rapidly than those of the VIII 23 C tubes with increasing temperatures up to about 500°C. In 
terms of the discussion in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 of Part I of this series, the selection of this 
more temperature-sensitive DC04 steel has decreased the effective time window within which 
the results of the Koenen test are valid. The dividing boundary between Group I and Group II 
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substances has been moved to shorter times placing fewer substances within Group I and 
more within Group II. 

3.4 Predicted variation of effect type with temperature. 

Figure 14 presents the predicted strain fields at selected uniform steel temperatures 
from the series of numerical simulations3 examining dynamic loading. For the purposes of 
this example, it was assumed that the internal event corresponded to an ignition giving an 

internal pressurisation rate of 10=P& MPa/ms up to a limit of 15 MPa, whereupon the gas 
generation by decomposition would be balanced by depletion of the decomposing substance 
and by venting through the orifice; this limit of 15 MPa was chosen here to represent half of 
the ambient bursting pressure of 30 MPa. It was further assumed that the internal contents 
were well mixed thermally, and at the same uniform temperature as the steel. While this 
example may appear somewhat contrived, its assumptions do match the interpretations of 
observations and measurements from the instrumented Koenen tests of ammonium nitrate and 
of ANFO to be discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 

 
Figure 14. Predicted deformation of Koenen tubes at selected temperatures. 

Each simulation assumed an internal pressurisation rate of msMPaP 10=&  up to 15 MPa, 

with the pressure held constant thereafter for those tubes that survived. Each image is 
annotated with the assumed uniform temperature of the steel and with the resulting effect type 
plus, for those tubes that ruptured, the dynamic bursting pressure at this pressurisation rate. 

For the cases in Figure 14(a) at 25°C, in (b) at 200°C and in (c) at 315°C, the high 
elastic moduli (shown in Figure 12) coupled with the high yield stresses (shown in Figure 11) 
at these low temperatures have contributed to very minor predicted deformation of the tubes. 
Indeed, the most prominent distortion of these tubes occurred at their bases, with the base 
plates predicted to bow outwards by 1.9 mm at 25°C, 2.4 mm at 200°C and 2.8 mm at 315°C; 
the side walls of the tube were only barely stressed at this level of internal pressurisation. 
Consequently, the assumed internal pressurisation event was predicted to give effect type “A” 
following the assumed ignition at any of these low to moderate temperatures. 
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The case in Figure 14(d) at 425°C shows the tube stressed to a level just prior to 
rupture. Indeed, two incipient cracks can be identified where the false colour strain field is 
registering red. The external diameter of the tube has swelled from 25 mm to about 30 mm, 
with the base plate displaced downwards by about 3.2 mm. Consequently, the assumed 
internal pressurisation event was predicted to give effect type “B” if ignited at 425°C. 

The next four cases, namely Figure 14(e) at 540°C, (f) at 650°C, (g) at 760°C, and (h) at 
880°C all ruptured well before the final limiting internal pressure of 15 MPa was reached, 
with the predicted dynamic bursting pressures being 10.90 MPa, 7.95 MPa, 5.81 MPa and 
4.36 MPa respectively. The simulations of these four cases assumed the internal pressure 
would be relieved by venting through the developing ruptures over a timescale of 0.1 ms. All 
four cases gave similar fractures, nucleating at the locations of the inherent flaws determined 
by the Mott distribution in the stochastic failure model. Consequently, the assumed internal 
pressurisation event was predicted to give effect type “F” if ignited at any of these elevated 
temperatures. 

The tube in the final case in Figure 14(i) at 1,000°C was predicted to rupture through 
the base plate at a bursting pressure of 2.65 MPa, since it is the base plate that accumulates 
strain most rapidly during the initial stages of internal pressurisation. Consequently, the 
assumed internal pressurisation event was predicted to give effect type “C” if ignited at 
1,000°C. 

Thus in this example, the severity of the resulting effect type was determined solely by 
the change of bursting pressure with temperature. Different effect types were predicted 
despite the severity of the assumed internal event being identical in all cases (at least up to the 
rupture point where relevant). 

3.4.1 Consequences for testing of Group I substances. 

The simulations do not really apply to Group I type behaviour. Any heating of the steel 
would raise its temperature above 25°C and away from the state modelled in Figure 14(a). 
There would be insufficient time to bring the contents of the tube into thermal equilibrium at 
200°C, so the state modelled in Figure 14(b) could not be reached in time for Group I 
substances. 

Nonetheless, it is apparent from the simulations that any ignition when the steel had 
time to heat up by no more than a few hundred degrees would give effect type “A” for an 
internal pressurisation event limited to only 15 MPa, half the stipulated bursting pressure of 
30 MPa. This would be a valid “no explosion” event. 

To register an “explosion” result, a Group I substance would have to produce an 
internal pressure exceeding 27 MPa or so during dynamic loading. 

3.4.2 Consequences for testing of Group II substances. 

It is entirely conceivable that prolonged heating could bring the contents of the tube into 
any of the thermal equilibrium states assumed in the simulations from Figure 14(b) to (i) 
inclusive (albeit recognising that few known substances would survive all the way to the 
elevated temperatures included here). Any substance in the liquid state, being mixed by 
convection cells in combination with boiling or gas generation during decomposition, would 
be close to uniform temperature whilst self-aerated to fill the tube. Such a substance would 
necessarily be in Group II due to the time required to heat the whole inventory to such 
temperatures. 

Any Group II substance whose pressurisation during decomposition was limited to 
15 MPa as assumed here would give a “no explosion” result if that decomposition occurred 
either below 425°C or above 1,000°C. However, that same decomposition would lead to an 
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“explosion” result if ignited at intermediate temperatures, represented here by the cases at 
540°C, 650°C, 760°C and 880°C. For the particular conditions assumed in this example, 
these tube ruptures would all represent false positives. 

3.5 Predicted variation of bursting pressure with non-uniform temperature distribution. 

The example discussed in Section 3.4 assumed that the whole steel tube was at a 
uniform temperature. This section will examine the consequences of different parts of the 
tube being at different temperatures due to uneven distribution of condensed and gaseous 
phases inside the tube and in contact with its walls. The cases to be considered are shown 
schematically in the top row of Figure 15, where the condensed phase is indicated by the dark 
blue shading and the gaseous decomposition products by the light yellow shading. The second 
row of this Figure shows the assumed temperature distribution of the steel, where it has been 
assumed that any steel wetted internally by the condensed phase will be at the temperature of 
that condensed phase, whereas any steel in contact with the gaseous phase will be at 1,000°C 
where exposed externally to the flame. The third row displays the predicted rupture pattern 
and bursting pressure for an assumed ignition giving an internal pressurisation rate of 

10=P& MPa/ms up to the bursting pressure of the tube, at which point the pressure was 
reduced to zero over 0.1 ms. 

 

Figure 15. Effect of non-uniform temperature distribution. 

The top row displays a schematic of the assumed distribution of condensed and gaseous 
phases. The centre row shows the assumed temperature distribution of the steel tube. The 

third row displays the predicted strain field and rupture pattern following internal 

pressurisation at 10=P& MPa/ms to the quoted bursting pressure PB. 
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It should be noted that, for each case, the predicted bursting pressure was most sensitive 
only to the assumed peak temperature, whereas the predicted rupture pattern depended upon 
the assumed thermal gradients, the assumed pressurisation rate and the assumed venting rate 
of the contents through the developing cracks, none of which were known. Consequently, the 
bursting pressure could be predicted with greater confidence than could the resulting rupture 
pattern. 

Figure 15(a) represents the case of ignition and explosion of a typical Group I substance 
after minimal heating of the steel tube. 

All other cases in Figure 15 represent possible behaviours of Group II substances; it is 
assumed that the “condensed phase” here was a liquid self-aerating at 315°C after prolonged 
heating. 

Figure 15(b) represents the case where boiling and decomposition had self-aerated the 
liquid to the point where it was overflowing out the orifice. This case appears to replicate the 
behaviours described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for ammonium nitrate and for ANFO 
respectively. The predicted bursting pressure of the tube was only ⅔ of its initial value at the 
assumed temperature of 315°C. 

Figure 15(c) represents the case where a pocket of gas had formed for whatever reason 
at the base of the tube. This is not unlike the behaviour of TNT discussed in Section 1.4 of 
Part I of this series where the pocket was formed by decomposition. It is also not unlike the 
behaviour of the ANE discussed in Section 4.4.3 (albeit with the condensed phase at a 
different temperature), where the pocket was probably formed by an expanding air bubble 
trapped during loading the tube. The predicted bursting pressure of the tube was reduced by 
an order of magnitude by the presence of this pocket. 

Figure 15(d) represents the case where the pocket of gas had formed at the side of the 
tube rather than at its base. This might occur during melting of a crystalline solid if one part 
of the tube were hotter than elsewhere; a likely spot for this is where the flame from the left-
hand burner (as viewed in Figure 18.5.1.2 of MTC5) impinges directly upon the side of the 
tube, whereas the flames from both the right-hand and rear burners impinge more on the 
collar and the nut respectively. 

Figure 15(e) represents the case where substantial decomposition had reduced the level 
of degraded substance in the tube below the level of the collar. A similar temperature 
distribution in the steel could be achieved during the initial stages of melting a crystalline 
substance, with the molten material filling the lower half of the tube, and the remaining solid 
in the top section no longer in contact with the walls. Indeed, this is the likely temperature 
distribution required to produce effect type “E” where the tube is split into two fragments 
(shown in Figures 2 and 3 of Part I of this series). 

Figure 15(f) represents the case close to completion of decomposition, where little 
material remained in the tube to cool it and where the steel was being heated rapidly by the 
external flames†. 

If, for example, the ignition was capable of giving rise to a peak internal pressurisation 
of 50 MPa when vented by the chosen orifice, then the cases in Figures 15(a) and 15(b) would 
give true positive results, with the bursting pressure of the tube being truly exceeded and the 
                                                           
† It should be remembered that the tube temperature was being held constant while the 
internal pressure was being increased here. In contrast, during Koenen testing, it is more 
likely that the tube would be pressurised whilst still relatively cool, and then heat up rapidly 
towards the completion of decomposition. Such a tube could burst at a much higher pressure 
than the PB = 2.65 MPa indicated for Figure 15(f), with concomitantly much more extensive 
rupture and tearing. 
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tubes coarsely fragmented. However, the cases in Figures 15(c) to 15(f) inclusive would all 
give false negative results due to their premature rupture and lack of fragmentation at such 
depressed bursting pressures. 

If, instead, the ignition was only capable of giving a peak internal pressurisation of 
20 MPa (i.e. only ⅔ of the required bursting pressure specified in paragraph 18.5.1.2.1 of 
MTC5) when vented by the chosen orifice, then the case in Figure 15(a) would give a true 
negative result (since it would not burst at only 20 MPa). However, the case in Figure 15(b) 
should now be regarded as a false positive. The cases in Figures 15(c) to 15(f) inclusive 
would all give negative results, albeit now for the wrong reasons bursting well below 20 MPa 
rather than surviving it. 

4. Examples of the behaviour of Group II substances in the Koenen test. 
A number of Koenen tests have been instrumented by Kennedy3 with a combination of 

internal thermocouples, conventional 25 fps video and high speed 500 fps video. The 
examples discussed here are all of substances that survived at least 60 seconds heating in the 
Koenen test, and thus were all clearly Group II substances. 

4.1 Ammonium nitrate. 

Figure 16 shows the thermocouple traces recorded in a series of instrumented Koenen 
tests on crushed chemically pure ammonium nitrate. 

 
Figure 16. Thermocouple traces for Ammonium Nitrate in the Koenen Test

3
. 

All three traces in (a) were collected during the same test by three thermocouples inserted 
through the Ø4 mm orifice. Each of the traces in (b) with a Ø2 mm orifice and in (c) with a 
Ø1 mm orifice were recorded in repeat tests with a single thermocouple inserted through a 
fine hole drilled through the orifice plate. (d) shows the fragmentation from one of the (c) 

tests with a Ø1 mm orifice. 

Effect 
type “F” 
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Figure 16(a) shows the traces from a single test where three thermocouples were 
inserted through the Ø4 mm orifice, with the thermocouple labelled “Headspace” located 
about 5 mm in from the orifice plate, that labelled “Centre” on the centreline about half way 
down the tube and that labelled “Base” on the centreline about 5 mm up from the base plate. 
It can be seen that the three traces had converged after about 75 seconds to a common 
temperature of about 300°C; this is interpreted as showing that all the solid AN had melted by 
that stage, and that the combination of convection cells and of self-aeration during bulk 
thermal decomposition was thoroughly stirring and mixing the contents of the tube. Shortly 
thereafter at 79 seconds, liquid was observed to overflow out the orifice (though it took 
several sweeps backwards and forwards through the video to pick this overflow, as it caused 
only a very minor change in the colour of the propane flame above the orifice). The reduction 
in density required for the aerated liquid to overflow the vessel is consistent with the 
reduction of density with temperature measured by King et al.11 It can be seen that the three 
thermocouples traces tracked each other closely until the common temperature reached 335°C 
after 101 seconds, at which point there was a sudden jump in temperature coinciding with the 
cessation of audible venting; this is interpreted as showing that the ammonium nitrate 
underwent steady bulk thermal decomposition until complete consumption at 101 seconds. 
Throughout this bulk decomposition, the contents of the vessel were well stirred and in 
thermal equilibrium, frothing from self-aeration to fill the vessel at a steadily decreasing 
density until completion. It was inferred that the steel tube would have been in thermal 
equilibrium with its contents throughout this latter stage, with its bursting pressure 
determined by its temperature as given by the predicted “Quasi-static” curve in Figure 13. 
Since the tube survived intact, Figure 13 indicates that the internal pressure created by this 
bulk thermal decomposition and vented through the Ø4 mm orifice cannot have exceeded 
roughly 18 MPa at 335°C. 

The two traces in Figure 16(b) with a Ø2 mm orifice were collected over two separate 
tests, each of which had a single thermocouple inserted into the vessel through a fine hole 
drilled through the orifice plate. These tests showed virtually identical behaviour to the test 
shown in Figure 16(a) with the Ø4 mm orifice. The time to first observed overflow was 
consistent at about 76 ± 2 seconds, with completion of reaction occurring at a temperature of 
about 335°C at about 100 ± 1 seconds. Once again, since the tube survived intact, Figure 13 
indicates that the internal pressure created by this bulk thermal decomposition and vented 
through the Ø2 mm orifice cannot have exceeded roughly 18 MPa at 335°C. 

The two traces in Figure 16(c) with a Ø1 mm orifice were collected over two separate 
tests, again each of which had a single thermocouple inserted into the vessel through a fine 
hole drilled through the orifice plate. Once again, these two tests showed virtually identical 
behaviour to the tests shown with the Ø4 mm orifice and the Ø2 mm orifices up to the time of 
first observed overflow, again at about 74 ± 2 seconds. The behaviour then departed from 
previous observations with larger orifices, with the temperature now rising slightly more 
rapidly to around 360°C to 380°C, whereupon the tubes ruptured at 83 or 84 seconds. The 
high speed 500 fps video of one test captured one single frame where the tube had visibly 
swelled prior to the rupture in the next frame, whereas the high speed video of the second test 
showed no change in the tube in the frame prior to tube rupture. This is consistent with the 
pressurisation rate assumed in the numerical simulations discussed in Section 3.4 and 
displayed in Figure 14. It is estimated that the dynamic bursting pressure of the tubes at 
around 360°C to 380°C would be about 16 MPa, or roughly half that stipulated in paragraph 
18.6.1.2.1 of MTC5. The predicted coarse fragmentation patterns predicted for the closest 
matching case in Figure 14(e) (albeit at a slightly higher temperature and hence a slightly 
lower bursting pressure) are similar to those observed experimentally in Figure 16(d). 
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The time to rupture measured here of 83 or 84 seconds is slightly later than the 
72 seconds measured by Koenen and Ide in 1956 (see Figure 5 of Part I in this series). It is not 
known how Koenen and Ide identified their onset of reaction as being 43 seconds – there 
were no visible indications in any of the modern videos of ammonium nitrate in the Koenen 
test that anything significant had occurred internally at about that time. 

4.2 ANFO. 

Figure 17 shows similar results for a 94/6 ANFO made from crushed ammonium nitrate 
and diesel oil. Once again, the thermocouple traces for the Ø4 mm orifice test in Figure 17(a) 
indicate that there was a bulk thermal decomposition throughout the later stages, producing 
somewhat similar temperature histories to the AN in Section 4.1. One difference lay in the 
early temperature excursion recorded by the “Headspace” thermocouple – this is interpreted 
as being caused by the diesel oil evaporating off at an early stage. Another difference was to 
the timing – the time to completion for the ANFO was 119 seconds, about 18 to 20 seconds 
longer than for pure AN. This increased time to completion was unexpected – perhaps the 
extra heat input was required to supply the latent heat of evaporation for the diesel? Once 
again, since the tube survived intact, Figure 13 indicates that the internal pressure created by 
this bulk thermal decomposition and vented through the Ø4 mm orifice cannot have exceeded 
roughly 18 MPa at 330°C. 

 
Figure 17. Thermocouple traces for ANFO in the Koenen Test

3
. 

All three traces in (a) were collected during the same test by three thermocouples inserted 
through the Ø4 mm orifice. The trace in (b) with a Ø1 mm orifice was with a thermocouple 

inserted through a fine hole drilled through the orifice plate. 

The rupture in Figure 17(b) with a Ø1 mm orifice occurred at 105 seconds at a 
temperature of 396°C, when the bursting pressure of the tube was predicted to be about 
16 MPa. 

It is of interest to note that Köhler and Meyer12 have tabulated results for the “steel 
sleeve” or Koenen test. They quote a “time to ignition” of 33 seconds and a “time of 
combustion” of 5 seconds, giving a total time to completion of 38 seconds, for “ANFO 
blasting agents” of unspecified composition at a limiting diameter of 1.5 mm. It is not known 
why their time should be so much shorter than that of this study. 

4.3 ANE: Diesel-oil based emulsion AEM2. 

Figure 18 shows the thermocouple records for a typical ANE conforming to UN No. 
3375, with screen captures from the video of the test with a Ø4 mm orifice shown in Figure 
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19. This particular emulsion has been code-named AEM2 previously14, with its composition 
being 82.1% AN, 12.3% water, 4.2% diesel oil and 1.4% emulsifier. 

 
Figure 18. Thermocouple traces for the diesel-oil based AEM2 in the Koenen Test

3
. 

All three traces in (a) were collected during the same test by three thermocouples inserted 
through the Ø4 mm orifice. The trace in (b) with a Ø1 mm orifice was with a thermocouple 

inserted through a fine hole drilled through the orifice plate. 

 
Figure 19. Screen captures from the video of the AEM2 test with a Ø4 mm orifice

3
. 

Figure 18(a) for the test with a Ø4 mm orifice shows that the three thermocouple traces 
finally converged to a common temperature of about 310°C after 130 seconds – this is 
interpreted as the time at which all of the water-in-oil emulsion had finally broken down and 
inverted to an oil-in-water mixture with a concomitant collapse of its initial high viscosity14. 
As identified in Figure 19(c), the broken ANE was vigorously overflowing the vessel at this 
stage, dripping down the outside of the tube and into the burner located directly underneath. 

The common temperature then rose gradually to about 320°C at 178 seconds – this is 
interpreted as representing a bulk thermal decomposition phase. At 178 seconds, both the 
“Headspace” and “Centre” thermocouples registered dramatic jumps in temperature, with the 
former exceeding 1,100°C – this is interpreted as representing the ignition of a deflagration in 
the top of the vessel that had at least half-emptied by prior overflow and decomposition. The 
“Base” thermocouple trace took a further 14 seconds to react – this is interpreted as 
representing an average deflagration velocity of about 1.9 mm/s between the “Centre” and 
“Base” thermocouples. The completion of reaction was thus at about 198 seconds (or perhaps 
a few seconds later since the “Base” thermocouple was located about 5 mm above the base of 
the tube). Figure 19(e) shows the left-hand side of the steel tube glowing red hot at this time. 

The “Centre” thermocouple trace for Figure 18(b) with a Ø1 mm orifice shows very 
similar behaviour, albeit with the time scale shortened by about 30 seconds. This particular 
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test showed more extensive overflow of cold emulsion during its initial stages than the test in 
Figure 18(a), thereby emptying the vessel at a faster rate. Such overflow is discussed in more 
detail in Section 4.4.3. 

4.4 ANE: Paraffin-oil based emulsion AEM4. 

Figure 20 shows the test results for an experimental ANE conforming to UN No. 3375. 
This particular emulsion had been code-named AEM4 previously14, with its composition 
being identical to that of AEM2 in Section 4.3 with the sole exception of paraffin oil being 
substituted for diesel oil. Furthermore, the particular blend of paraffin oil had been chosen 
deliberately to have a boiling point in the temperature range of 344°C to 683°C, to maximise 
the likelihood of hydrocarbons still being present when the internal temperatures reached the 
300°C to 400°C at which straight AN appeared to react in Section 4.1. The criteria of both the 
UN TS 8(c) Koenen Test and the 8(d) Vented Pipe Test of MTC5 rated this particular 
emulsion as being one of the most thermally reactive of any ANE encountered to date; its 
limiting diameter in the former test is 2.0 mm, and thus should not be classified in Division 
5.1 according to paragraph 18.6.1.4 of MTC5. 

 
Figure 20. Thermocouple traces for paraffin-oil based AEM4 in the Koenen Test

3
. 

All three solid traces in (a) were collected during the same test by three thermocouples 
inserted through the Ø4 mm orifice. The dashed traces in (a) were from a repeat test. 

Each of the traces in (b) with a Ø1 mm orifice were recorded in repeat tests with a single 
thermocouple inserted through a fine hole drilled through the orifice plate. (c) shows the 

fragmentation patterns from each of the (b) tests with a Ø1 mm orifice. 

4.4.1 AEM4 with a Ø4 mm orifice. 
Figure 20(a) shows the thermocouple traces from two tests with a Ø4 mm orifice. In 

each test, three thermocouples had been inserted through the orifice. These traces are 

“F” “F” “D” 
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interpreted to indicate that deflagrations were ignited at the top of the vessel much earlier for 
this paraffin-oil based AEM4 emulsion than was the case discussed in Section 4.3 for the 
diesel-oil based AEM2. 

The deflagration velocity for the test results plotted with the solid lines averaged 
0.67 mm/s between the “Headspace” and the “Centre” thermocouples, and 0.93 mm/s 
between the “Centre” and the “Base” thermocouple. Screen captures from this test are shown 
in Figure 21. It can be seen that the upper portions of the steel tube were glowing red hot from 
the heat of the propane flame once the steel was no longer being cooled internally by contact 
with the liquid remnants of the ANE. In particular, it may be seen in Figure 21(c) that the 
steel first glowed red hot on the left-hand side (as viewed) from direct exposure to the inner 
blue cone of the left-hand gas burner, which is the hottest part of the flame. The right-hand 
burner is somewhat above the level of the left-hand burner, with the flame from the former 
being directed more at the nut and collar rather than at the tube. This asymmetry in heating 
would lead to the left-hand side of the tube weakening at a faster rate than the right-hand side. 

 
Figure 21. Screen captures from the video of the AEM4 test with a Ø4 mm orifice. 

The average deflagration velocities from the second test, plotted with the dashed lines 
in Figure 20(a), were 0.63 mm/s and 0.90 mm/s respectively. 

When vented by a Ø4 mm orifice, this emulsion has withstood heating of around 160 
seconds to 180 seconds duration in the Koenen apparatus without rupturing a steel tube 
heated in its upper portions to 1,200°C, which is off-scale in Figure 13.  

4.4.2 AEM4 with a Ø1 mm orifice. 
Figure 20(b) shows the thermocouple traces from three tests with a Ø1 mm orifice. In 

each test, the single thermocouple had been inserted through a hole drilled through the orifice 
plate. All three of these tests ended with ruptured tubes. 

The trace for test “K112” indicated that the rupture occurred not long after the 
deflagration had ignited. The resulting tube rupture is shown in Figure 20(c), giving effect 
type “F” according to paragraph 18.6.1.3.4 of MTC5 where the tube is “fragmented into three 
or more mainly large pieces which in some cases may be connected with each other by a 
narrow strip”. However, it does not match the original Koenen and Ide definition of effect 
type “F” (reproduced in Figure 2 in Part I of this series) of disintegration into mainly large 
pieces. According to Figure 15(e), the bursting pressure of the steel tube may have been 
around 3.6 MPa at this stage, an order of magnitude less than the stipulated 30 MPa. 

The trace for test “K120” was inconclusive, showing only that the rupture occurred 
after 73 seconds. Its effect type is “D”. 

The test “K85” is a special case, and deserves its own discussion in the next section. 
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4.4.3 Blockage of the orifice. 
Based on their practical experience with their test, Koenen and Ide1 recommended: 

“Die Praxis der Versuche zeigte, das es zweckmäßig ist, die Hülse nur 60 mm hoch zu 
füllen (Füllvolumen 27 ml) und 15 mm frei zu lassen, um eine Verstopfung der Düse 
durch hochsteigende Schmelz usw. Möglichst zu verhindern.“‡ 

Unfortunately, the physical behaviours of typical ANE have defeated their best efforts 
to design a test that would prevent such overflow and blockage from “rising melt”. 

For emulsions, it is a common occurrence to see emulsion in its original highly-viscous 
form being emitted from the orifice during the first 20 seconds or so of heating. The 
“emission” can range anywhere from a slow ooze to a sudden jet that can spurt to a height of 
2 metres or so. Some tests have been deliberately interrupted after 20 to 30 seconds or so to 
measure the mass loss, which ranges mostly between 5% and 30% of the initial mass. The 
cause of this emission is uncertain, but could perhaps to be due to the expansion of air 
pockets trapped by the viscous emulsion against the steel wall during loading. It is not 
possible to eliminate all air pockets when attempt to pour a highly viscous emulsion into a 
thin tube. (As an analogy, think of trying to pour honey into a test tube without entraining any 
air; then for an extra challenge make the test tube opaque to obscure what is happening 
internally.) As a check, a test was performed on a dummy emulsion where the ammonium 
nitrate was replaced by potassium formate in a high-water composition; the mass loss due to 
emission through the orifice over the first 30 seconds was measured to be 40%, 
demonstrating that this emission is not due to exothermic chemical decomposition but rather 
to some physical process. 

Such an emission was observed 14 seconds into test T85 of AEM4, with the relevant 
frame from the video sequence reproduced in Figure 22(b). The base of the steel tube was 
observed to darken appreciably over the next 7 seconds, signifying rapid localised oxidisation 
at high temperature and implying loss of contact with internal cooler contents. The base was 
observed to bow out (shown in Figure 22(c)) over two frames prior to the explosion at 
22 seconds in Figure 22(d) that splattered unreacted emulsion over the protective screen. The 
upper two-thirds of the tube was still full of unchanged emulsion (Figure 22(e)), though the 
orifice was blocked solid by a mass of fine ammonium nitrate crystals (Figure 22(f)). The 
ruptured tube is included in Figure 20(c), with its effect type being “F” according to 
paragraph 18.6.1.3.4 of MTC5 where the tube is “fragmented into three or more mainly large 
pieces which in some cases may be connected with each other by a narrow strip”. However, it 
does not match the original Koenen and Ide definition of effect type “F” (reproduced in 
Figure 2 of part I in this series) of disintegration into mainly large pieces. According to Figure 
15(f), the bursting pressure of the steel tube may have been around 2.6 MPa at this stage, an 
order of magnitude less than the stipulated 30 MPa. 

                                                           
‡ Translation: “Carrying out the experiments has shown that it is beneficial to fill the tube 
only up to a height of 60 mm (fill volume: 27 ml) and to leave 15 mm empty. This is to prevent 
blockage of the orifice by rising melt etc.” 
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Figure 22. The tube rupture for Test T85 of AEM4 with a Ø1 mm orifice. 

(a), (b), (c) and (d) were captured from the video of the test. (e) and (f) show the tube and 
blocked orifice respectively after the test. 

There are several deleterious consequences of such emission through the orifice. 

• The orifice can block totally, such as in Figure 22, giving what should properly be 
regarded as a false explosion. MTC5 makes no provision for disregarding such blockage. 

• Koenen and Ide set the internal fill level to a height of 60 mm to ensure that no part of 
the steel tube was exposed to external flame but not cooled internally by contact with test 
substance. Early loss of up to 30% of the initial contents leads to loss of such control, 
leading to the formation of a ring of superheated and preweakened steel just underneath 
the locking ring. It is believed that such variability in the amount of substance emitted 
initially could be one contributing factor to the marked lack of reproducibility observed in 
test effects for ANE. Figure 23 shows some typical results from three consecutive tests of 
a paraffin-oil based emulsion. The first two tests returned “no explosion” effect types “-” 
and “A”, whereas the third test returned effect type being “F” according to paragraph 
18.6.1.3.4 of MTC5 where the tube is “fragmented into three or more mainly large pieces 
which in some cases may be connected with each other by a narrow strip”. 
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Figure 23. Lack of reproducibility of effect type for a paraffin-oil based emulsion. 

The time to completion for each of test (a) and (b) exceeded 200 seconds, while tube (c) 
ruptured after 132 seconds of heating. Since these tests were performed with a Ø2 mm 

orifice, the limiting diameter for this emulsion is 2.0 mm, and so it returns a “+” result in the 
TS 8(c) Koenen Test. 

• Such a variable internal mass loss also increases the average heating rate of the 
remaining test substance by variable and uncontrolled amounts. 

• The emitted ANE breaks down, and drips into the lower burner located directly 
beneath the tube. This visibly affects the flame, with decreases in flame temperature of up 
to 300°C having been measured by an external thermocouple in contact with the base of 
the tube in those cases where the flame remains lit. In extreme cases, the lower flame can 
be extinguished altogether, and the barrel of the lower burner can become blocked solid 
with ANE. This plays havoc with what is supposed to be a calibrated heating rate. 

• Over time, the combination of heated ammonium nitrate from the ANE plus brass gas 
nozzle in the burner leads to the accumulation of a blue crystalline deposit that chemical 
analysis has shown includes the primary explosive copper tetramine nitrate. This is 
consequence of a basic incompatibility between the materials of construction and the 
principal component of the substances being tested in the TS 8(c) Koenen test. Attempts 
to replace the brass nozzles with stainless steel nozzles manufactured to the same 
dimensions failed, as the required average heating rate could not be attained during the 
calibration process. The brass nozzles require frequent replacement. 

4.5 ANE: HMN-based suspension ESP4. 

Figure 24 shows the thermocouple traces for an experimental ANE suspension 
conforming to UN No. 3375, with screen captures from the video of a test with a Ø4 mm 
orifice shown in Figure 25. This particular suspension had been code-named ESP4 
previously14, with its composition being 71.4% AN, 14.0% HMN, 14.0% water and 0.6% 
thickener. 
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Figure 24. Thermocouple traces for HMN-based ESP4 in the Koenen Test
3
. 

All three solid traces in (a) were collected during the same test by three thermocouples 
inserted through the Ø4 mm orifice. The trace in (b) with a Ø1 mm orifice was recorded with 

a single thermocouple inserted through a fine hole drilled through the orifice plate. 

 

Figure 25. Screen captures from the video of the ESP4 test with a Ø4 mm orifice. 

The test with a Ø4 mm orifice featured copious overflow of the ANE, with Figure 25(a) 
and (b) showing a bubbly brown fluid pooling on top of the orifice plate, prior to dribbling 
down the sides of the tube and dripping into the lower burner. The lower burner was 
extinguished completely from 50 seconds to 75 seconds, subsequently re-igniting but burning 
with a yellow flame rather than the normal blue flame due to all the extraneous material 
contaminating the burners. The thermocouple traces indicated that the contents formed a well-
mixed system at a common temperature from about 35 seconds onwards. All three traces 
spiked at about 115 seconds, coinciding with the cessation of audible venting and indicating 
the final emptying of the vessel, leaving the tube intact. The common temperature of about 
320°C implied that the bursting pressure of the tube would have dropped to about 18 MPa by 
this stage given the information in Figure 13. 

The test with a Ø1 mm orifice developed similarly to that with the Ø4 mm orifice, with 
copious overflow again affecting the lower burner. The sole “Centre” thermocouple trace 
tracked closely its Ø4 mm counterpart right up to the tube rupture at 110 seconds and 320°C. 
It appears that this rupture was caused by the internal pressurisation exceeding 18 MPa. 

4.6 ANE: MAN-based suspension ESP3. 

Figure 26 shows the thermocouple traces for an experimental ANE suspension 
conforming to UN No. 3375, with screen captures from the video of a test with a Ø4 mm 
orifice shown in Figure 27. This particular suspension had been code-named ESP3 
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previously14, with its composition being 67.4% AN, 15.0% MAN, 12.0% water, 5.0% 
ethylene glycol and 0.6% thickener. 

 
Figure 26. Thermocouple traces for MAN-based ESP3 in the Koenen Test

3
. 

All three solid traces in (a) were collected during the same test by three thermocouples 
inserted through the Ø4 mm orifice. The trace in (b) with a Ø1 mm orifice was recorded with 

a single thermocouple inserted through a fine hole drilled through the orifice plate; the 
thermocouple was ejected by the internal pressurisation, though the tube did not burst. 

 

Figure 27. Screen captures from the video of the ESP3 test with a Ø1 mm orifice. 

The MAN suspension behaved in a similar manner to the HMN suspension, with 
copious overflow into the lower burner observed in both tests. In the test with the Ø4 mm 
orifice, the vessel emptied at about 104 seconds when the common temperature registered by 
the three thermocouples was about 215°C. Since the tube survived intact, the internal 
pressurisation cannot have exceed about 21 MPa given the information in Figure 13. 

The thermocouple was ejected just prior to the cessation of audible venting in the test 
with the Ø1 mm orifice. The tube survived intact, indicating that the limiting diameter of this 
suspension was less than 1.0 mm. 

5. Time to completion. 
As discussed in Section 1.6.2 of Part I, Koenen and Ide1 ranked their results using a 

metric which combined the time to reaction, the duration of reaction and the limiting 
diameter. For substances such as ammonium nitrate and ANE, experience has shown that it is 
often not at all obvious when the “reaction” starts. Section 1.6.4 of Part I suggested 
examining instead the time to completion of reaction. This is quite obvious whenever the tube 
ruptures. When the tube does not rupture for those substances that do not produce visible 
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flame from the orifice, the completion of reaction can usually be identified by the sudden 
cessation of audible venting, or even better, when internal thermocouples have been utilised. 

This section will collate the available times to completion. Koenen and Ide1, Köhler and 
Meyer12, and Figures 10.5 and 20.2 of MTC5 listed the times only for the limiting diameter; 
these are tabulated here in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively (with any repetitions omitted 
from Table 5.2). Both Kennedy3 and Steidinger2 provided times for tests where the tube 
ruptured and where it did not; these are tabulated here in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The 
entries in each table have been sorted by increasing time to completion. 

Table 5.1 Limiting diameters and reaction times from Koenen and Ide
1
. 

Substance Limiting 
diameter 

(mm) 

Time to 
reaction 

(s) 

Duration of 
reaction 

(s) 

Time to 
completion 

(s) 

Benzoyl Peroxide 8 2 0 2 

Nitrocellulose 13.4% N 20 3 0 3 

Benzenedisulfonyl Hydrazide 12 3 0 3 

Calcium Azide 24 5 0 5 

Azoisobutyronitrile 2.0 5 0 5 

Mercury Oxycyanide 4 5 0 5 

Diphenylsulfonyldisulfonyl Hydrazide 1.0 6 0 6 

Ammonium Dichromate 4 6 0 6 

PETN 6 7 0 7 

Strontium Azide 16 7 0 7 

Dinitro Pentamethylene Tetramine 2.5 5 2 7 

Barium Azide 24 8 0 8 

Benzenesulfonyl Hydrazide 1.5 7 5 12 

Black Powder 20 12 0 12 

RDX 8 8 5 13 

Tetryl 6 12 4 16 

Hexanitro Diphenyl Amine 5 15 3 18 

Ammonium Perchlorate 8 21 0 21 

Ethylenediamine Dinitrate 2.0 14 16 30 

Tetranitro Carbazole 2.0 18 30 48 

Picric Acid 4 37 16 53 

Guanidine Nitrate 2.5 49 7 56 

Trinitro Naphthalene 3.5 26 37 63 

Dinitro Ortho Cresol 1.0 38 27 65 

Dinitro Toluene 1.0 49 21 70 

Trinitro Benzoic Acid 2.5 16 56 72 

Ammonium Nitrate 1.0 43 29 72 

Trinitro Aniline 3.5 50 23 73 

TNT 5 52 29 81 
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Table 5.2 Limiting diameters and reaction times from Köhler and Meyer
12

. 

Substance Limiting 
diameter 

(mm) 

Time to 
reaction 

(s) 

Duration 
of reaction 

(s) 

Time to 
completion 

(s) 

Nitrocellulose, 12.0% N 20 3 0 3 

Gelignite 24 7 0 7 

Blasting gelatin 24 8 0 8 

Ammonium nitrate gelatin 14 10 0 10 

Gelatinous permitted explosives 14 12 0 12 

Nitroglycerine 24 13 0 13 

Guhr-dynamite 24 13 0 13 

Nitroglycol 24 12 10 22 

Nitrocarbonites 2.0 25 4 29 

ANFO blasting agents 1.5 33 5 38 

Ion-exchange powder-form permitted explosives 1.0 35 5 40 

 

Table 5.3 Limiting diameters and reaction times from MTC5. 

These substances are not of Class 1 as packed for transport. 

Substance Limiting 
diameter 

(mm) 

Time to 
reaction 

(s) 

Duration of 
reaction 

(s) 

Time to 
completion 

(s) 

tert-butyl peroxybenzoate 3.5 19 22 41 

musk xylene 5 52 27 79 

 

Table 5.4 Orifice diameters and reaction times from Kennedy
3
. 

Substance Orifice 
diameter 

(mm) 

Time to completion 
(s) 

Rupture 

1.0 83, 84 Yes 

2.0 100, 101, 101 No 

Ammonium nitrate 

4 105 No 

1.0 105 Yes ANFO 

4 119 No 

1.0 190 No AEM2 

4.0 195 No 

1.0 73, 100 Yes AEM4 

4.0 168, 177 No 

1.0 110 Yes ESP4 

4.0 115 No 

1.0 101 No ESP3 

4.0 104 No 
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Table 5.5 Orifice diameters and reaction times from Steidinger
2
. 

Substance Orifice 
diameter 

(mm) 

Time to 
reaction 

(s) 

Duration 
of reaction 

(s) 

Time to 
completion 

(s) 

Rupture 

8 6 0 6 Yes Nitrocellulose - Chips E150, 18% Dibutyl 
phosphate 10 6 0 6 No 

1.0 11 0 11 Yes 2-methyl-4(5)-nitroimidazole 

1.5 9 0 9 No 

1.5 5 0 5 Yes D-ANS-100 

2.0 10 0 10 No 

2.0 7 2 9 Yes Dinitrophenol 

2.5 8 4 12 No 

p-nitro-o-aminophenol 1.0 10 4 14 No 

1.5 27 0 27 Yes t-butyl peracetate <70% in Shellsol T 

2.0 25 7 32 No 

1.5 35 0 35 Yes Luperox 70 

2.0 25 8 33 No 

2.0 27 8 35 Yes t-butyl perisobutyrate >23% Isopar-L 

2.5 26 9 35 No 

2.5 32 7 39 Yes Butanox HC 

3 30 7 37 No 

1.0 29 11 40 Yes Butanox M50 50% in Dimethylphthalate 

1.5 31 11 42 No 

3.5 36 5 41 Yes Luperox 130 

4 39 6 45 No 

2.5 20 25 45 Yes 2-chloromethyl-4,6-dinitrophenol 

3 20 30 50 No 

2.5 51 8 59 Yes Trinitrofluorenone 

3 48 14 62 No 

5 50 7 57 Yes Trinitrophenol 

6 51 12 63 No 

3 55 11 66 Yes 3,5-dinitro-2-chloro benzoic acid 

3.5 56 16 72 No 

1.0 51 22 73 Yes 2,4-dinitrodiphenylamine 

1.5 53 24 77 No 

1.0 76 45 121 Yes Picryl chloride 

1.5 84 35 119 No 

1.5 98 33 131 Yes Dinitro-diphenyl ether 

2.0 90 41 131 No 

 
It is noteworthy how close the time to completion at the limiting diameter was to the 

time to completion at the next largest orifice diameter for each of the substances in Table 5.5. 
It can be inferred that the ruptures occurred when the tubes were almost empty of substance. 

The times to completion from these five tables are plotted in Figure 28, supplemented 
by additional data on proprietary ANE compositions from Kennedy3. 
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Figure 28. Orifice diameters versus times to completion in the Koenen test. 

Open symbols refer to tests that terminated in tube rupture, while closed symbols refer to 
tests where the tube did not rupture. The greyed zone represents Group I, with the distinction 

between Group I and Group II being discussed in Part I of this series. 

5.1 Musk Xylene in the Koenen Test. 

The test report for musk xylene is given in Section 10.5 of MTC5. 
Test Series 1 returned “+” (propagation of detonation) from the UN TS 1(a) Gap Test 

but “-” (no effect on ignition under confinement) from the UN TS 1(c) Time/pressure Test. 
Of greater relevance here, its limiting diameter was 5.0 mm, thus returning “+” (some 
explosive effects on heating under confinement) from the UN TS 1(b) Koenen Test. These 
results thus answered the question “Is it an explosive substance?” in the affirmative, and the 
substance was subjected to Test Series 2. 

Test Series 2 returned “-” (not sensitive to shock) from the UN TS 2(a) Gap Test, and 
“-” (no effect on ignition under confinement) from the UN TS 2(c) Time/pressure Test. Of 
course, its limiting diameter was still above 2.0 mm, thus returning “+” (violent effect on 
heating under confinement) from the UN TS 2(b) Koenen Test. This sole positive result from 
the Koenen Test answered the question “Is it the substance too insensitive for acceptance into 
Class 1?” in the negative, and so the substance was subjected to Test Series 3. 

Test Series 3 returned “-” (thermally stable) from the UN TS 3(c) 75°C/48 hour Test, 
“-” (not too sensitive to transport in form tested) from the UN TS 3(a)(ii) BAM Fallhammer 
Test, and “-” (not too sensitive to transport in form tested) from the UN TS 3(d) Small-scale 
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Burning Test, since it only ignited and burned slowly. Taken together, these three negative 
results from the Koenen Test answered the question “Is it the substance too dangerous for 
transport in the form in which it was tested?” in the negative, and so the substance was 
provisionally accepted into Class 1. 

Since musk xylene is not a candidate for Division 1.5, it was then packaged and 
subjected to Test Series 6. The UN TS 6(a) Single Package Test with detonator gave only 
localised decomposition around the detonator, and hence musk xylene was not of Division 
1.1. The UN TS 6(a) Single Package Test with igniter gave the same result. The UN TS 6(c) 
External Fire Test showed only slow burning with the evolution of black smoke, thus 
exhibiting no effects that would hinder fire fighting. Since musk xylene is not “manufactured 
with the view to producing a practical explosive or pyrotechnic effect”, the conclusion was 
that it was not of Class 1. Its packages were instead assigned to Class 4.1, Flammable Solids. 

A key stage of this classification process was the assessment that a limiting diameter of 
2.0 mm or above in the TS 2(b) Koenen Test constituted a “violent effect on heating under 
confinement”. So while the TS 2(b) Koenen Test placed musk xylene provisionally into Class 
1, the other thermal tests TS 1(c), TS 2(c), TS 3(c), TS 3(d), TS 6(a) and TS 6(c) all returned 
negative results, subsequently moving it out of Class 1. 

This is a situation where, according to Section 12.5.1.3.3 of MTC5, “the time to 
reaction and duration of reaction can provide additional information useful in interpreting the 
results” of a Koenen test. Musk xylene had a time to reaction t1 = 52 seconds and a duration 
of reaction t2 = 27 seconds, giving a total time to completion of 79 seconds, and thereby 
placing it firmly in Group II of this paper; its datum point is highlighted in Figure 28. This 
extended time to completion hardly qualifies as a “violent effect on heating under 
confinement”. While the bursting pressure of the steel tube cannot be estimated from the little 
information available, it must surely have been degraded significantly from its ambient 
value†, with the event re-interpreted as a rupture of a weakened vessel rather than the 
explosion of its contents. 

It is of interest to compare musk xylene with Hexanitro diphenylamine (or HND15), 
since both have a limiting diameter of 5 mm and are rated identically by the MTC5 metric. 
However, Table 5.1 shows that the latter had a time to reaction t1 = 15 seconds and a duration 
of reaction t2 = 3 seconds for a total time to completion of 18 seconds, thereby placing it 
firmly in Group I of this paper. This is truly a “violent effect on heating under confinement”, 
and indeed, HND is in Class 1.1D. 

5. 2 ANE in the Koenen Test. 

Collectively, ANE are quintessential Group II substances. 
Excluding cases where the orifice has blocked, the shortest time to completion observed 

to date has been 73 seconds with a Ø1.0 mm orifice for the experimental emulsion AEM4, 
which was deliberately formulated to exhibit high reactivity at temperatures in excess of 
300°C. All other ANE, including examples of both emulsions and suspensions, have 
measured times to completion in excess of 100 seconds, or at least four times longer than the 
heating time of roughly 25 seconds argued in this paper to represent the valid duration of the 
Koenen test for Group I substances. The times to completion of ANE are significantly longer 

                                                           
† It would of some relevance to determine if the fragmentation pattern of the steel tube for 
musk xylene matched Koenen and Ide’s original effect type “F” of “Zerlegung in über-
wiegend große Splitter”, or only the more modern less onerous definition in MTC5 of being 
“fragmented into three or more mainly large pieces which in some cases may be connected 
with each other by a narrow strip”. 
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than those of any other class of substance for which Koenen test data are available, including 
a wide variety of Class 4 and Class 5 substances. 

There are several characteristics of ANE that contribute to their resilience against 
prolonged and intense heating in the Koenen test. 

First and foremost, they do not support combustion in their original form at ambient 
pressure. Indeed, Turcotte et al.16 have demonstrated that a typical ANE can only burn stably 
once pressurised beyond its minimum burning pressure, typically in excess of several hundred 
bar. Consequently, any localised ignition from ambient pressure cannot propagate into the 
bulk of the substance still in its original form. 

Secondly, they do not support detonation in their original unaerated form, as shown by 
consistent negative results in the TS 1(a), 2(a) and 8(b) gap tests. Indeed, there has been no 
known instance of where an unaerated ANE has been excited to detonation by an explosive 
booster. So not only can ANE not deflagrate, it cannot transition to detonation either whilst 
still in its original form. 

Thirdly, there are significant endothermic processes separating ANE in its original form 
from its heated degradation products for which deflagration and detonation do finally become 
possible. These processes have been discussed previously by Kennedy13, 14, and include 
driving off the water from the composition plus the early stages of ammonium nitrate 
endothermic dissociation into ammonia and nitric acid. The heating of the watergel and 
suspension forms of ANE can include the additional endothermic process of dissolution of 
solidified oxidiser salts. 

6. Concluding remarks. 

The reduction in bursting pressure of the steel tube with increased temperature plays a 
key role in controlling and limiting the validity of the Koenen test. The time taken to heat the 
tube to its softening point imposes a natural time limit upon the test, of order 25 seconds at 
best. 

Some substances react before the tube has had time to heat up and weaken; these 
substances have been referred to as Group I throughout these two papers. Little heating of the 
substance can occur on such a short time scale. Consequently, these substances must ignite 
while the bulk of the substance is still cool and in its original form and before any appreciable 
decomposition has occurred. Furthermore, the ignition must be able to propagate through the 
cold bulk interior to overpressurise a steel tube with a bursting pressure in excess of 20 MPa 
to 30 MPa; these substances must necessarily have minimum burning pressures close to 
ambient. Such an event is correctly considered to be an explosion. For the majority of 
substances placed in Group I here, their effect types appear both reproducible and sensitive to 
the orifice diameter. The adoption of a limiting diameter is then a valid metric for rating the 
thermal sensitivity of these substances, and the Koenen test is indeed a valid test method to 
measure that metric. 

In contrast, many substances only react well after the tube has heated up and softened, 
and these have been termed Group II substances in these two papers. The outcome of the test 
method for such Group II substances is controlled by artefacts in the thermal behaviour of 
steel, and not by any major differences in the violence of the internal decompositions. Both 
false positives and false negatives are probable. 

Furthermore, and of greater concern, the imposition of a test criterion based solely on 
tube rupture upon such Group II substances preferentially selects for those substances that 
exhibit less thermal stability and not more, since it selects for decompositions that are ignited 
at lower temperatures, after shorter exposure to fire engulfment, and after absorption of less 
heat flux from an external energy source. 
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Such selection drivers are the exact opposite of what is desirable for improved safety 
during transport of Group II substances. 

The ANE examined to date have all withstood heating times one to two orders of 
magnitude longer than Group I substances, and indeed exhibit lower thermal reactivity than 
any other class of substance for which Koenen test data have been published, including 
numerous Class 4 and Class 5 substances. Assignment to Class 5.1 appears justified. 
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